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Conquer Your Cravings 
CHALLENGE



C R A V I N G S  C U R E  # 3  
S E L F - C A R E  

We live in a society that loves achievement, qualifications, status and success. Many people work 

themselves extremely hard to get there - ignoring what their bodies and minds are telling them. But 

what's the point of success, a great career - if you're always stressed, overwhelmed, don't see much of 

your family and friends (or are grumpy/tired when you do see them) and live a life where you are 

constantly giving in to food cravings just to feel better about yourself? 

 

Sadly, life balance and self-care are often seen as "soft" requirements - something high achievers 

don't (or shouldn't) need. We get the message we should just be able to soldier on through illness and 

stress. We are told that if we take a holiday, go on a city break, have a bubble bath or sleep-in on 

Sundays - all will be well again. After all, a successful person should have this under control and too 

much self-care is a sign of weakness or perhaps selfish or indulgent. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I'm here to tell you that this simply isn't the case. Without self-care and life balance life can be pretty 

miserable and lack joy and substance. 

 

Taking care of yourself starts a cascade of positivity because when you nurture yourself you have 

more energy and positive psychological energy to use elsewhere. You will begin to feel less angry, 

stressed, or anxious and this will filter down through your life positively, including the food choices 

you make. 

 

Making a commitment to yourself and your well-being is making a commitment to improving your 

life. When we take time and care to nurture ourselves we naturally begin to take care of others more 

effectively than we ever have before. Our choices will come from a place of compassion and caring 

rather than resentment or the path of least resistance. 
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 Self care is a form of self love. Loving yourself is necessary before you can authentically offer love to 

anyone else. Once you feel loved and deserving of the nurturance, you begin to graciously and 

generously contribute to the world around you to amplify the authentic love you feel inside. 

 

Practicing self-care is also good for your self image and confidence. When you stop prioritising 

others needs over your own, it  brings clarity: 

•  of who you are 

•  of what you want 

•  of what you need 

•  of where you’re going 

 

In order to understand yourself as a whole and to put your lifestyle into context, it's important to 

identify how well you are practicing self-care. What are your needs? Where is your energy being 

drained? Are your too comfortable and going nowhere - or are you constantly pushing yourself to be 

superwoman so that "comfort" or "balance" is a passing thought before you throw yourself into the 

melee again? 

 

                             The most important question of all, is: Do you take care of yourself? 

 

Use this quiz to help assess your balance and self-care needs, to identify what's getting in the way and 

to help you enjoy your life more! 

 

This quiz is intended as a thought-starter around some very practical self-care measures - physical 

appearance, health, physical environment, time management, energy levels, emotional needs and 

more.
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INSTRUCTIONS 

 

• How good are you to yourself? Let's find out! Know that there are no right or wrong answers, just 

answer however seems appropriate for you right now and see what you learn about yourself. 

• Scoring: Score 2 points for each Yes, 1 point for each Sometimes and 0 points for No's. 
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SELF-CARE QUIZ 

1. I am up-to-date with my optician, dentist and other health 

check-ups 

 

2. I am happy with my physical fitness and energy levels 

 

3. I eat well nutritionally most of the time and do not abuse my 

body with caffeine, alcohol or similar 

 

4. I have plenty of sleep so I always feel well rested 

 

5. I take regular breaks from my work during the day, at 

weekends and use my holidays for enjoyment & relaxation 

 

6. I like how my hair is at the moment, I am happy with my 

wardrobe and my 'style' 

 

7. I meditate, journal, quietly relax or have alone-time with 

myself regularly (where I am not doing anything eg. chores or 

doing things for others) 

 

8. I prioritize how I spend my time and important things always 

get done in plenty of time 

 

9. I say "No" to myself and others when I need to 

 

10. My home is cleaned regularly to a standard I am happy with 

Yes Sometimes No
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SELF-CARE QUIZ CONTINUED 

11. My home is organized and tidy and somewhere I love to be 

 

12. My home is a calm haven (or has a place within it) that takes 

me away from the stresses of the world 

 

13. I recognize my stress signals and know when to take a break 

 

14. I have enough people in my life who love and support me 

 

15. Apart from exceptional situations, I only spend time with 

people who support, energize and inspire me 

 

16. I listen to and trust my intuition when it comes to looking 

after me 

 

17. I have a mentor/s that support and encourage me in life 

 

18. I have no regrets and have forgiven myself my past mistakes 

 

19. I have let go of any past resentments towards others 

 

20. I have reserves of things that are important to me or help my 

life run smoothly (anything from contact lens solution to pens, 

paper, vitamins or bathroom tissue!) 

 

21. I have things to look forward to in my life 

 

 

TOTAL NUMBER of Yes's, Sometimes, and No's. 

 

The maximum possible total is 42. Write your total score: 

Yes Sometimes No

  _____    _____    _____ 

_______   



F O L L O W - U P  Q U E S T I O N S  

Now that you have completed the quiz and tallied your scores, it's time to reflect. These questions 

should prompt you in the right direction of thinking. 

 

 

1. How did they feel as you completed the quiz? ...................................................................................... 

 

........................................................................................................................................................................... 

 

2. How do you feel about your score? ........................................................................................................ 

 

........................................................................................................................................................................... 

 

3. What did you notice? ................................................................................................................................ 

 

........................................................................................................................................................................... 

 

4. What surprised you? ..................................................................................... 

 

........................................................................................................................................................................... 

 

5. What have you learned about how you take care of yourself?............................................................. 

 

........................................................................................................................................................................... 

 

6. Can you notice any links to your self-care practices and cravings?................................................... 

 

........................................................................................................................................................................... 

 

7. Finally, what actions/next steps might you now want to take?........................................................... 

 

........................................................................................................................................................................... 
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Let me know any insights or a-HAs you discovered from doing this quiz! 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/mindbodysoulsanctuary/
http://www.facebook.com/groups/mind-body-soul-sanctuary


Water your roots so 
your soul can blossom 

http://www.instagram.com/simonesamuelswellness
http://www.facebook.com/simonesamuelswellness
http://www.pinterest.com/simonesamuelswellness
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